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Question: 1

A manager receives an alert informing them that the quantity of an item shipped to a customer is less than the quantity
the customer ordered.

What happens when the manager clicks the âResolvedâ button on the alert?

A. The alert returns to the beginning and notifies the next manager in the task
B. The alert continues to process the ION Script or Mapper
C. The alert is resolved and no further processing occurs unless a workflow is attached to the alert
D. The alert is resolved and no further processing occurs

Answer: D

Question: 2

Which one of the following Infor Coleman Digital Assistant (DA) skill types is best used as a template to build a
generic navigation skill based on Infor screen names?

A. Advanced skill
B. Static skill
C. Basic skill
D. Drillback skill

Answer: B

Question: 3

Which one of the following can you use to interactively explore data, transform it, and develop, train, test, and
compare machine-learning models?

A. Infor ION OneView
B. Infor Mongoose
C. Infor Ming.le
D. Infor Coleman

Answer: D

Question: 4

HOTSPOT

Select from the drop-down lists on the right, the Infor OS component that corresponds with each description on the
left. Use each option only once.



wrong

Answer: D

Question: 5

You are creating a document flow and the data from a sending connection point does not match the expectations of the
receiving connection points.

Which one of the following do you use to transform the message contents?

A. Transformer
B. Masking
C. Mapping



D. Filter

Answer: C

Question: 6

Which one of the following application programming interface (API) categories can handle a series of API calls and
combine them?

A. Scripted API
B. Native API
C. Mediated API
D. Orchestrated API

Answer: D

Question: 7

You are a member of the Homepages administrator role and are using the Homepages Admin Tool to manage standard
pages. There is a standard page that you no longer want users to be able to use.

Which one of the following do you complete, so the page is no longer available to users?

A. Make the standard page private
B. Delete the standard page
C. Set permissions for the standard page
D. Unpublish the standard page

Answer: C

Question: 8

Which one of the following options allows Infor ION to be application independent, and connect data sources and data
targets?

A. Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
B. Business Object Documents (BODs)
C. ION API Gateway
D. Infor Internet of Things (IoT)
E. Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)

Answer: A

Question: 9

You would like to create a monitor that alerts supervisors when sales orders are due to expire in 24 hours.

Which one of the following do you include to specify which attribute values to evaluate?

A. Configuration
B. Activity
C. Condition



D. Rule

Answer: D

Explanation:

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/accounts-receivable/cm-sales-order-credit-holds

Question: 10

A company has multiple departments in different countries. They would like to build a single page to support all
employees, but would like the page format and content to display differently depending on the country an employee
resides in.

Which one of the following allows for this?

A. Featured pages
B. Dynamic pages
C. Standard pages
D. Banner pages

Answer: B

Explanation:

Reference: https://www.packetlabs.net/posts/dynamic-pages/




